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CHAPTER 2625
Charlie didn’t quite understand why someone would investigate Kian webbb’s affairs now.

After all, Donald webbb already knew that Kian webbb’s accident was his own work. As a
stakeholder, the Wabb family would definitely not take off their pants and fart, and then came to
investigate again.

Therefore, the only possibility is that the people who are investigating Kian webbb now are not sent
by the Webbb family.

Charlie thinks about it carefully. Most of the people he has offended are already cold, and the ones
who haven’t been cold are nothing more than the Banks family and the Hogwitz family in the United
States.

The two families are under their own hands and have suffered heavy losses, and they are knowing
that they are in the dark. If they want to find themselves, they can only clear the fog layer by layer.

So Charlie immediately deduced that the person who was investigating information about the Kian
webbb incident at this moment must have an inseparable relationship with one of the two.

So he asked Aurora: “Who is investigating Kian webbb’s affairs? Have you seen it?

” Yes . Aurora said: “It’s two people, one old and one young.

Charlie asked again: “Where are these two people now?”

Aurora said, “I met them in the small square outside the teaching building just now, and it is not
clear where they are now.

Charlie thought that the teaching building is opposite. , So he walked to the window and looked
downstairs.

Sure enough, in the small square opposite, I saw two people, one old and one young, walking out.

The old man among them looked at the bones , and his body was faint With a little unusual
temperament, Charlie once felt this kind of feeling in Orion Exeor but the temperament of this person
seems to be weaker than that of Orion Exeor.

Since Charlie got the Nine Profound Heavenly Sutra, He was particularly keen on this feeling, so he
immediately realized that this old man is either a Feng Shui master like Orion Exeor, or a metaphysic
master like Jack Yaleman from Hong Kong.

So he took out his mobile phone, called Isaac Cameron, and said, “Isaac, there are two people in
Aurous Hill College of Finance and Economics, one old and one young, and they seem to be visiting
things related to Kian webbb. You arrange for someone to keep an eye on them. But you must
remember to choose the strongest person for long-distance observation, refrain from

rushing to the ground, and report any movements to me in time. Isaac Cameron hurriedly said,
“Good master, I have sent a few in the special forces. The scout’s men passed.



At the same time, the small square in front of the teaching building.

Later,

Mike asked many students one after another and couldn’t help but whispered to Mai : “Grandpa, I’ll
just inquire about Kian webbb’s affairs so openly, if that big man is really in this university, or here If
the university has eyeliner, wouldn’t it be exposed soon?”

Mai nodded and said lightly: It’s right to be exposed. The other party is a real dragon, and it’s far
from an existence I can see through. If his deity doesn’t If we are willing to come forward, no matter
how hard we try, it is in vain. Instead of doing this, we might as well disclose our purpose directly. If it
attracts his attention, maybe he will show up on the initiative. “

Mike asked again: “Grandpa, will the other party anger us for this and treat us as enemies?”

Mai said: “If you are a person who must report or are suspicious, you will definitely treat us as
enemies, but such a person, With a narrow belly, it is generally impossible to have a true dragon fate. “

And the real life style of the true dragon must be broad-minded and clear-cut, and will never be
malicious to us just because we came to investigate Kian webbb.
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